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Trust implies instinctive unquestioning belief in and reliance upon something
Objective: While participating in a guided discussion, each airman will discuss the
importance of trust within the junior enlisted ranks (peer level) and AF.

Lesson Outline
Ideal Lesson Time: 50 min.

Introduction
MP 1. Trust - Small Group Discussion
MP 2. Trust - Facilitated Discussion
Conclusion / Closing Activity
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"The leaders who work most effectively, it seems to me, never say 'I'. And that's not
because they have trained themselves not to say 'I'. They don't think 'I'. They think
'we'; they think 'team'. They understand their job to be to make the team function.
They accept responsibility and don't sidestep it, but 'we' gets the credit.... This is what
creates trust, what enables you to get the task done". - Peter Drucker, author
of Managing for the Future
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Set-Up Required: Designate and/or map out a course for Three-Legged Race.
References: AFH-1, AFI 1-1, AFI 1-2, AF Doctrine Vol 2, CJCSI 3405 01

Introduction
SURVEY QUESTION: Do you feel that your personal experiences so far in the
Air Force orient you toward trusting your peers?
When a safe space is created to discuss your story and/or experiences how likely
are you share with/open-up to your fellow Airmen? 1-5 scale (1-will not share, 5very likely to share)
How important is it to your success in the Air Force to be able to trust your peers?
1-5 scale (1-do not need to trust peers, 5-absolutely need to trust peers)
Facilitator Note: Discuss the importance of the shield and provide facts (Katakis,
T., 2018. History funnel: Sparta, The Secret Behind the Shield).
With the Shield or On the Shield
“Training in pairs and in groups emphasized the bond and trust with their
brothers in battle. Furthermore, the entire group was held accountable for the
errors or underperformance of any single person in their team to emphasize
interdependence. And there was a reason for that. Spartan foot-soldiers held their
shields in a way that defended half of oneself and half of the soldier to his left at
the battlefront, creating a continuous wall of shields. If this wall broke, the whole
army was doomed and not surprisingly, “dropping the shield” became
synonymous with treachery in Sparta. Even the mother’s farewell to her son
before he went into battle included a severe message, that her son had to return
either “carrying the shield” (victorious) or “on the shield” (dead). Personal
superiority, strength and bravery were valued only as far as it didn’t jeopardize
the coherence of the team. They fought and died as one, to the very last man.”
Overview: Today we are going to talk about trust and how important it is among
peers.
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MP 1. Trust – Small Group Discussion
Facilitator Note: Break into groups of three to four and provide each group
with a Portrait in Courage article (only use Airmen ranks). Ask the groups to
read the article and discuss the trust that was required in each situation. (15
minutes)

Portraits in Courage: Five vignettes are attached at the end of lesson plan:
more can be found at the web site.

MP 2. Trust – Facilitated Discussion
Facilitator Note: Bring the small groups back together to a large group and
encourage one member from each group report on what was discussed.
Faciliator Note: Have Airmen give examples of anticipated responses.
Lead off Question (LOQ): Why did we have you read stories about juniorenlisted Airmen? (Anticipated responses will vary.)
LOQ: How do you relate to the stories you just read? (Anticipated responses
will vary.)
LOQ: What is possible when you can trust your peers? (Anticipated responses:
achieve greatness: feels like a team.)
LOQ: What happens when trust is broken? (Anticipated responses: Cannot do
anything: people do not want to be on the team.)

LOQ: How can you build trust with your peers/fellow Airmen? (Anticipated
responses: accomplish a challenge together: share your story with others.)
LOQ: What do you see occurring at Tech School that keeps you from trusting
your peers? Where are your peers letting their “shields” down? (Anticipated
responses will vary.)
LOQ: What are your peers doing that reinforce trust? Where are your peers
holding their “shield” well to protect the person fighting next to them?
(Anticipated responses will vary.)
FINAL QUESTION: How does trust contribute to the identity of Airmanship?
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Conclusion / Closing Activity
Closing Activity: Three-Legged Race Obstacle Course
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Facilitator Note: Drawing upon the symbolism of the shield in Sparta and
needing to work together, the three-legged race has two members work together
and model some trust to complete the course in a timely manner. You can have
them all race at the same time or run chalks with two or three groups racing at
once for the best time. Airmen can use their belts to help tie legs together.
Follow-up Question: While not the same as a Spartan’s shield, how much did
you need to trust and work together with your partner to be successful in the
three-legged race?
SUMMARY: Today we used our personal experiences and Potraits in Courage
vignettes to discuss trust, the importance of having trust between peers and
wingmen, and the importance of trust in the military.
REMOTIVATION: Show PACE Video, Trust (2:35)

ASSESSMENT QUESTION: Do the participants better understand the importance of
trust and how this supports a culture of professionalism?

Portrait in Courage Vignettes:

